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ABSTRACT 
A shoe last is a wood, plastic, or metal foot-like model on which shoes are 
constructed. The shape of the shoe last affects the width, length, and fit of a shoe. 
Unfit shoes make people feel uncomfortable, which are the principle cause of foot 
disorder. To get a shoe that really fits your foot, a custom made shoe last is very 
important. 
In this thesis, a novel CAD system for custom tailored shoe last design is 
presented, which consists of two main parts. The first part is a global deformation 
approach. The objective is to automatically generate a customized shoe last based on 
a scanned foot shape of a specific customer and an existing shoe last model, which 
may be in different shape and size. The second part is an interactive local surface 
deformation method. It allows the shoe last be locally modified in some specific 
regions to meet with various needs. 
In the global deformation part, based on an input foot model and an original shoe 
last model, a distance map is obtained by calculating the dimensional difference 
between these two models. It shows directly and vividly the difference between the 
two shapes. With the consideration of some shoe last design regulations as well as the 
original shoe last style preservation, the distance map is further modified to give an 
indication of how well the selected shoe last fits with the customer's foot shape. 
According to the modified distance map, the original shoe last shape can be deformed 
to better fit with this customer's foot shape, with the minimal change of the original 
shoe last style. 
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In the local deformation part, a local shape deformation technique is presented. It 
is applied directly on the point cloud data, which requires no surface reconstruction 
but some computation involving nearby points. This deformation technique is 
adaptive, in that the deformation region can be automatically defined according to the 
local surface property around the control handle as well as some user defined 
parameters. This deformation will reserve the original local shape of the surface, and 
at the same time provide a smooth transition around the boundary. 
Experimental results show that the presented shoe last customization system 
works effectively. Discussions and conclusions are also given. 
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Footwear is the garment worn on the feet. It is worn for a variety of reasons, 
including protection against the environment, hygiene and adornment. 
Footwear is a must modem commodity. The sales have shown great growth in 
recent years. In 2004，for example, American consumer spending for athletic 
footwear had risen 3.1% to $16.4 billion, according to research of the Henry Fund [1]. 
Consumers actually purchased 4.5% more pairs of athletic shoes in 2004 than the year 
before. Though, the competition in the shoe industry is also severe. For commercial 
success, the footwear factories should be able to make shoes that can fulfill 
consumers' requirements better than its competitors at a lower cost. 
The style of footwear is often the first element attracts the consumers. People, 
especially female consumers are fond of pretty footwear. The exponentially 
increasing variation of footwear available in the market today is partially due to the 
various perceptions of fashion and style. 
On the other hand, comfort is also very important. It is the major criterion for the 
product performance evaluation. Recent studies show that unfit shoes are the 
principal cause of foot disorders [2, 3]. Generally, footwear is categorized by sizes for 
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consumers to choose from. The shoe size is a simple numerical indication of some 
dimensions of a shoe. Several different shoe-size systems are used today worldwide 
such as Continental Europe, United Kingdom and Mondopoint [4, 5]. These shoe-size 
systems are primarily defined on foot length and are sometimes defined on foot 
length and foot width. The foot length is commonly defined as the horizontal distance 
between two parallel lines that are perpendicular to the foot and in contact with the 
most prominent toe and the most prominent part of the heel, while foot width is the 
width or girth of the widest part of the foot, typically measured directly behind the 
toes with the subject standing on both feet and wearing socks. 
However, different consumers may have different foot shapes and different 
requirements even though they may have the same foot length and width. It is not 
sufficient to categorize 3D human foot just by one or two scalar measurements [6] 
[7]. Proper fit requires a good understanding of the total 3D shape of the foot [8]. To 
find a pair of shoes that perfectly fit someone's feet, the measurement should to be 
more than just foot length and width. Often, custom-tailored footwear is necessary. 
^ 
Figure 1.1 A sample of shoe last 
To make custom-tailored footwear, a well-designed custom tailored shoe last is a 
must. Shoe last is a model with dimensions and shape similar to an anatomical foot 
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but sufficiently different to not be exact, as shown in Figure 1.1. The difference may 
be attributed to a number of factors such as the shoe style, the shoe last design 
customs and regulations as well as the shoe materials. The fit of a shoe depends 
greatly on the shoe last. In fact, it is of the utmost importance in the whole footwear 
making process, as the other parts of the shoe is designed and made around the shoe 
last. Figure 1.2 shows how a shoe last is used assembly a shoe. It is often said that "A 
good last for shoe production has the same importance as a good foundation for a 
stability of a house" [9]. 
In short, during the design of the shoe last, one must consider the anatomical 
information of human foot and at the same time give the finished shoe a pleasant and 
fashionable appearance. It plays a crucial role in determining whether the footwear 
fits one's foot as well as the style of the footwear. 
H i Z i 
Figure 1.2 Samples of footwear made on shoe lasts 
Traditionally, making a custom tailored shoe last is expensive and time 
consuming because of the complexity and the constraints from the shoe last design 
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process [10，11，12]. First, shoe last makers need to measure a customer's foot shape. 
As it involves mainly 2D measurements, more than thirty measurements are required 
to describe the 3D foot shape. Next, they would have to make the shoe last model 
manually. In addition to the basic machining equipment, more than ten kinds of 
equipments are also required such as heel curve device and assorted profile gauges. In 
the entire process, experience is extremely important [13]. Moreover, a number of 
trail-and-error modifications are often necessary, which causes a lot of time. 
To simplify the shoe last making process, in this thesis, a shoe last design system 
is proposed. In this system, firstly, a shoe last customization method is presented, by 
which the user can deform a customer preferred shoe last to fit the customer's foot 
shape. The newly generated show last model preserves the original style of the 
selected shoe last during the deformation to an utmost extent as it contains 
appearance factor preferred by the customer. Secondly, an adaptive local deformation 
method is introduced for the shoe last maker to locally adjust the last shape 
intuitively. This deformation can reserve the original local shape of the surface, and at 
the same time provide a smooth transition around the boundary. It is expected that the 
proposed shoe last design system will be a useful tool for the industry. 
1.2 Project Background 
Making some 1.5 billion pairs of shoes annually, Hong Kong and nearby Pearl 
River delta area is the largest shoe manufacturing centre in the world. As the market 
is changing from Original Equipment Manufacturing (OEM) to Original Design 
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Manufacturing (ODM) and Customer Manufacturing (CM) in China recent years, the 
ability to provide better design and more comfortable shoes is crucial to the 
continuing growth of the regional shoe manufacturing companies. This depends 
particularly on the technology innovation. 
According to Hong Kong Trade Development Commission (HKTDC, 2001)， 
Hong Kong is the second largest footwear exporter in the world for a decade, ranking 
only behind Italy in early 1990s, and behind mainland China in recent years. Like 
many other regional industries, it posses a number of competitive advantages such as 
super manufacturing management. However, passing through the age of OEM and 
ODM and entering to the new age of CM, the industry is forced to compete at two 
ends: At the lower end, it must face the severe competition in price with developing 
countries and regions. At the higher end, it has to compete with the international 
brands for quality. The lack of advanced technology has become an obstacle in the 
continuing development of the regional footwear industry. 
Recently, the European Union Trade Confederation raised the import tax for 
shoes that are produced in Mainland China that contain no high-tech components by 
19.5%. While most Hong Kong footwear companies are already settled in the 
Mainland and their products rarely contain hi-tech components, this has a huge 
negative impact. So the regional shoe manufacturing industry must upgrade their 
techniques to enhance their competitive capacity. Among all factors, the shoe design 
technology is very important. 
In the past decade, the shoe design technology has been greatly advanced. 
Currently, there are a number of CAD/CAM systems for shoe design, by which shoe 
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makers can design different kinds of shoes, make shoe lasts and cut tops 
automatically or semi-automatically (though, sewing and assembly still require 
manual operations). Nevertheless, these systems share a major limitation: the 
designers have to rely on their expertise, experiences, and imaginations to design 
shoes, remaining in "trial-and-error" approach. This has become a bottleneck for 
Hong Kong shoemakers since the industry is young and hence, the design experts are 
rare. It has become a bottleneck to the growth of the industry. 
Therefore, a project titled as "Designing Athletic and Casual Footwear Based on 
Functional Testing and Computer Simulation" is funded by Hong Kong Innovation 
and Technology Support Program. The objective of the project is to develop new 
technologies for designing athletic and casual footwear, which can be integrated with 
the existing footwear CAD/CAM systems. It will help the Hong Kong footwear 
manufacturers to establish their own brands, and transfer the industry from a follower 
to become a leader in the world. 
This project also involves the development of a foot shape database for Chinese 
population, a computer simulation software system, a series of functional 
biomechanics test on footwear and an automatic shoe last design system. The foot 
shape database is acquired from a large amount of foot anthropometric measurements. 
It contains the foot features of various races and genders in Great China. The 
computer simulation system is a Finite Element Analysis (FEA) software system that 
simulates the dynamics interactions among the shoe, the foot and the ground during 
gait. The functional testing system is aimed at evaluating the actual dynamic 
performance of the shoe under various conditions. The testing results can be used to 
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guide the design optimization and update the foot database and the computer 
simulation model. Finally, the shoe last design system is to provide a practical tool for 
shoe designers to design shoes. The shoe last design system is the focus of this thesis. 
These technologies can be used independently or together to help the Hong Kong 
shoemakers in shoe design and manufacturing. 
1.3 Organization of the Thesis 
In this thesis, a complete CAD system for custom tailored shoe last design is 
presented. The rest of this thesis consists of the following chapters. In Chapter 2，the 
literature survey related to footwear industry history and custom made shoe last is 
presented. In Chapter 3, the new shoe last design system is described, which includes 
data input, data alignment, computation of distance map, modification of distance 
map, and computation of shoe last deformation. In Chapter 4，an adaptive local shape 
deformation method is described. The system implementation and experimental 




2.1 History of Shoe Last Making 
Shoe last (or 'laest', which means footprint in Old English) is a solid form on 
which a shoe is constructed - resulting in the inside shape of the shoe. Footwear is 
expected to wear well, feel well, keep its shape with wear, retain its style character, 
maintain both foot and shoe balance and remain structurally intact. These features are 
not always dependent on the quality of materials or components, or the manufacturing 
process. The design and dimensions of the shoe last provide the basis for the above. 
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Figure 2.1 Foot and shoe last comparison 
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Almost all shoes are made on lasts. There are many types of shoe lasts and they 
reflect the type of footwear and indeed the feet they are designed for. Hundreds of 
pairs of shoes can be made on the same "shoe last". The fit and size will always be 
the same. The fit of shoe depends on the design, shape and volume of the shoe last, 
and the shoe last also contains fashion and styles information. Different types of 
footwear require different style lasts. For example, an open-toe sandal will use a 
different style last than a boot. 
Shoe lasts are not the same size and dimensions of the anatomical foot but instead 
an abstract form with specific functions. They are not only made to resemble feet but 
also designed to give the finished shoe a fashionable appearance and made it 
comfortable. For example, the length of shoe last is typically 10-15 mm longer than 
the length of the foot, but this value varies with different types of shoes; the shoe last 
is usually higher in the mid-foot region along the top line and extended in the toe 
region, which provides appropriate tension when the shoe distorts to contain the 
loaded foot. Modem lasts are generally unlike the foot in order to assist in 
manufacture. They provide a working surface on which flat leather components can 
be given on a plastic form. 
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Figure 2.2 Foot measurements 
Previous to the 1900's, before the days of Mass Production, everyone had their 
shoes made by the local Shoemaker on their own personalized foot molds - shoe last. 
The last was traditionally made from wood but are now available in metal or plastic. 
They are complex structures made from many measurements (statistically 
determined). The shoe last maker may take up to 35 measurements before the model 
last can be made as shown in Figure 2.2. 
Mass production helped to produce more, better, and less expensive goods. 
Automated machines and systems out-produced tens of hundreds of identical shoe 
lasts, which are plentiful and inexpensive. However, variety and customization are 
limited due to the high cost of change over in the manufacturing system. 
Since the 1950s, with the invention of digital computer, new computer-based 
technologies were development such as numerical control (NC), computer aided 
design (CAD), and computer aided manufacturing (CAM). Shoe lasts can now be 
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produced on a selection of numerically controlled lathes and milling machines using 
the output model from CAD systems. 
Shoe last CAD/CAM software can build or modify shoe last models, and then 
create manufacturing documentations, which can be used right for the mass 
manufacturing. With the CAD/CAM software, footwear manufacturers can cut their 
time to market dramatically and so increase market share and profitability. 
Easy modification of shoe last shapes through CAD has enabled the development 
of software and procedures for orthopedic and customized footwear (mainly in the 
appearance design part). There is also a demand for developing a novel CAD/CAM 
system for custom made shoe last. 
2.2 Review of the Shoe Last Design Approach 
From the customer's point of view, it could be difficult to find shoes that fit well. 
By using the same shoe size system, the shoe length still might be affected by factors 
such as the shoe last provided by different shoe last factory and the material of the 
shoe uppers, not to mention the other dimensions of the inner space of shoes. That's 
why even we know the shoe size we require, sometimes we may have to try on many 
different pairs of shoes to find one that fits. Although this is a common problem, for 
people who insists or is dependent on comfortable shoes, e.g. the elders or those with 
diabetes or rheumatism, it is a significant problem. 
Footwear manufacturers are facing quite a challenge to provide consumers with 
good fitting shoes. The fit of a shoe is based on many elements, but the most basic of 
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these is the inner shape of the shoe - or the shoe last shape. For better footwear fitting, 
custom tailored shoe last is the way to go. 
Lately, with the development of 3D foot scanner, it is possible to automate the 
process of producing custom tailored last, as the 3D foot shape information can be 
easily obtained. A straightforward idea is to deform some existing shoe last models 
into one that fits the scanned foot data best. 
Several methods to improve the shoe last design/manufacturing process have been 
proposed in literature. For example, Luximon [14, 15] suggested mapping the shoe 
last and foot shape to each other to determine the level of match and mismatch. The 
magnitude of the match or mismatch was color-coded and overlaid on the foot surface 
to quantify footwear fit and predict the fit-related comfort. One suggested application 
of the proposed method was to choose a best-fitting shoe last from a group of 
available lasts for any given individual. However, no details were provided and it was 
difficult to determine how to quantify the fitting based on the given map. 
Li [16] proposed a method to interpolate a smooth surface between two given 
disjoint surfaces. Therefore, the back part and the toe area of the shoe lasts could be 
kept separately. A new last could be generated by using the proposed operator to 
construct a smooth surface between two given disjointed surface of the selected back 
part and toe geometry, so that it can fulfill different design requirements. This method 
can benefit companies which already maintained a library of last rear part. Since only 
the front part, which is also the part contain the fashion factor, need to be designed. 
However, it was not for custom tailored shoe last design, and it didn't take the 
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footwear fitting into consideration. As for this method, there are still some technical 
issues need to be explored, and the computational effort is also fairly high. 
Mochimaru [17] proposed to design well-fitting products by analyzing human 
body forms and to classifying them into several groups. Free Form Deformation 
(FFD) technique was used to analyze human body forms by deforming the shapes of 
the foot by moving control lattice points set around the object and recoding the 
movements as dissimilarity. A suggested application was for shoe last design. A last 
of width EEEE could be deformed from an existing last of width E by applying the 
control lattice points that converted a representative foot of width E into a foot of 
width EEEE. The new EEEE width last reflected the allometric differences between 
narrow and wide feet better than one obtained by a conventional method. This method 
was expected to provide better fitting shoe last for a specific customer. However, this 
method is not straightforward as the deformation of shoe last is based on the 
deformation of two different feet shape, and it may change the original shoe last form 
that contains the footwear style and fashion factor. 
Kos [18] introduced a method for footwear fitting measurements tailored for in-
shop use. The scanned foot in flat position was matched with a similar foot from the 
database to obtain landmark similarities for a fitness analysis, since the scanned foot 
has no landmarks for accurate positioning. The registered surfaces were then 
compared for the fitting measurement based on a weighted cost function. In this 
method, however, the fitting measurements were just based on a foot-foot 
registration. It relied a lot on the selection of the base foot shape. No systematic 
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information on the foot - shoe last relationship was provided, and no guidelines on 
how to transform shoe last measurements to the registered foot. 
Kim [19] proposed a grouping method for 2D/3D products. The shape and overall 
similarity values between a selected base product and the remaining were calculated 
by virtual rotation of their convex hulls, which is realized by encoding the convex 
hull into a list of 2-tuples based on the volumes. These similarity values were then 
used for grouping. A prototype system had been implemented and used to group 
similar shoe lasts. This method is feasible for the custom tailored shoe lasts under 
very strict assumptions. It can't group shoe lasts with different style, and it doesn't 
help in the acceleration or simplification of the custom tailored shoe last design 
process. 
There are also a lot of approaches in literature aiming to improve the footwear 
fitting [2，3, 20, 21, 22], for example, Cheng [21] proposed a more efficient foot size 
grading system. While there is no break-through in the area of custom tailored shoe 
last design. 
With all the background, in this thesis, a custom made shoe last design system is 
proposed. It consists of two parts: The first part is a global shoe last design approach. 
It can automatically generate a custom made shoe last based on a scanned foot data 
and a scanned shoe last model, which uses the modified distant map method giving a 
design being similar to the original shoe last and fit with the specific foot shape. The 
second part is an interactive local deformation method. It allows the shoe last be 
modified locally to meet various needs. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
CUSTOM SHOE LAST DESIGN SYSTEM 
3.1 System Overview 
As introduced in the previous chapter, customer made shoe last design is difficult 
and time consuming. It requires a lot of effort and experience. Nowadays, with the 
development of CAD technologies, easy modification of shoe last shapes through 
CAD has enabled the development of procedures for orthopedic and custom made 
footwear. 
With the fact that there is already a big amount of shoe lasts existing in the 
footwear industry, in this chapter, we propose a novel approach for custom tailored 
shoe last design. The main idea is to deform an existing shoe last selected by some 
specific customer, which carries the fashion issues that the customer preferred, to fit 
with his/her foot shape based on the dissimilation between the customer's 3D foot 
shape and the shoe last shape. The whole customization process is displayed in 
Figure 3.1. 
Point sampled geometry is used as model representations in our research instead 
of high level surface representations, which has two reasons: first, point sampled 
model is an effective and direct display primitive. It is computational efficient and 
free of connectivity concern compared with surface model. Second, with the 
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emergence of affordable and accurate scanning devices, it is easy to generate a dense 
point set as the initial representation of a physical model. It will be efficient and 
convenient if we can process this initial representation directly. 
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Figure 3.1 The shoe last customization process 
The framework of the whole customization process in Figure 3. lis as follows. 
To make a custom tailored shoe last, it is obvious that two sets of data are needed: 
the foot shape of a customer collected by the foot scanner and an existing shoe last 
model selected according to the customer's preference. Custom tailored shoe last can 
be obtained by deforming the existing shoe last model based on the custom's foot 
information. Since the original shoe last already carries the required fashion issues, 
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when deforming the shoe last shape to fit with the custom's foot shape, it is important 
that the style of the shoe last should be preserved. 
After the data input, as the shoe last always has a toe spring and heel height, of 
which the amounts depend on the shoe style, the foot data is deformed to have the 
same value in toe spring and heel height. Then the foot shape and the shoe last shape 
are well aligned, to get the information of shoe last and foot shape dissimilation. A 
distance map is calculated to indicate the dissimilation of the aligned foot and shoe 
last as shown in Fig.4. 
Since it is well known that the shoe last contains not only the anatomical 
information of human foot, but also the fashion factors, for example, the toe-box 
shape of the footwear. The shoe last shape cannot be simply deformed into a foot 
shape. The distance map is therefore modified according to some constructive 
considerations. 
At the last step, the original shoe last is deformed based on the modified distance 
map to achieve better fitness. 
The details are given in the following sections. 
3.2 The Scanned Data and Data Alignment 
The input foot and shoe last data are collected by the InFoot® 3D foot scanner as 
shown in Figure 3.2. It is a phase-shifting fringe projection system for measuring the 
shape of a person's foot, which consists of eight 1/4' progressive CCD cameras and 
four 670 nm semiconductor laser projectors. 
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InFoot® scanner measures the foot using the light section method. A weak laser 
light projects a line over the foot. This line is viewed by a camera from a different 
viewpoint to create a cross-section model of the foot. The laser and the camera are 
part of the same unit, which allows them to move from the heel to the toe and 
measure the cross-section shape of the foot. This is then used to create a 3-D model 
of the foot. 
Figure 3.2 The InFoot® 3D foot scanner 
The scanning of one object, either human foot or a shoe last, only takes a couple 
of minutes. The data set obtained from this foot scanner is point cloud representing 
the object surface. In our experiment, for the foot shape and shoe last scanning, a 
sampling space of 1 mm is used. In Figure 3.3, there are examples of the scanned 
human foot and shoe last displaying as point cloud. For a standard man's foot of size 
41 in Europe shoe size system, with the sampling space of 1 mm, the amount of 
sampling points is up to sixty thousands. To reduce the computational load, we can 
use bigger sampling space or resample the point cloud to reduce the size of it. With 
around six thousands points, the object surface can still be well represented. 
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Figure 3.3 Point cloud samples of the foot and shoe last 
With the evidence that every shoe has a heel height in different value according 
to different shoe style, as indicated in Figure 3.4(b), if we put a shoe, new or old, on a 
table and look at its profile from the side, it reveals an up-tilt of the toe tip varying 
from five-eighths to one inch or more. This is known as "toe spring" and is built into 
the last to compensate for lack or absence of shoe flexibility at the ball. 
On the other hand, the customer's foot shapes is scanned when he/she is stand or 
sit and put the foot on the plate. As we can see from Figure 3.4(a), the side view of 
scanned foot shows a flat bottom profile. To calculate the shape dissimilation 
between these two shapes - foot and shoe last 一 we need to align them appropriately, 
and before that, the foot shape should be 'adjusted' to have the same the toe-spring 
and hell height as the last. 
It is easy to automate this adjustment process: with the fact that the foot model is 
scanned in cross sections, as we can see from Figure 3.4(a), all the sample points are 
located on different cross section planes; translating the sample points on each cross 
section plane in a whole by an appropriate displacement according to the information 
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from the corresponding shoe last cross-section, the foot model can be adjusted to 
have a same toe spring and heel height as the shoe last. Although for simplification, 
in our approach, the adjustment is conducted manually using FFD function under 3ds 
Max® platform. And the result is shown in Figure 3.4(c). 
I l l b i f c l l l l l l 扇 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 3.4 (a) The original foot data; (b) The pre-processed foot 
data; (c) The scanned shoe last data. 
The scanned foot data in Figure 3.4(a) contains 64168 sample points, while the 
shoe last data in Figure 3.4(b) contains 56122 sample points, which is more than 
enough to represent the object shape. In our experiments, these two data sets are 
reduced to a size around six thousands sample points. 
The alignment of these two 3D point clouds is performed in the same way as the 
method used in [14], by aligning the hell centerlines of the foot and last. The result is 
shown in Figure 3.5. 
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Figure 3.5 Foot and shoe last data aligned along heel center line. The foot 
shape is shown in red, and the shoe last data is shown in blue. 
3.3 The Computation of Distance Map 
With the evidence that the feeling of uncomfortable always results from the 
inconsistency of the foot shape and the shoe last shape - the inside shape of the 
footwear, to customize a selected shoe last to fit with some particular foot shape，it is 
important to find out the places on the original shoe last surface where it doesn't fit 
with the foot shape. Therefore, the shoe last customization can be performed based on 
the calculated shape dissimilation. 
To get an indication of how well the last 'fits' the foot, a direct way is to calculate 
dimensional difference between the aligned foot and shoe last surfaces. 
The distance map calculation takes the aligned foot data and the shoe last data as 
the inputs to calculate their difference. We should firstly estimate the normal vector 
of each sample points, which can be calculated based on the neighboring surface 
points [24]. After that, the dimensional difference between the surfaces of the aligned 
foot and shoe last sample point along the normal vectors is calculated. 
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The implementation procedure is as follows: first, a sample point of the shoe last 
is selected. Next, the nearest foot data point is searched for along the normal direction 
of this shoe last sample point. The distance between this sample point and its nearest 
'partner' on the foot surface is calculated and taken as the dimensional difference on 
this point. The difference could be either positive or negative (when the foot point is 
located in the opposite direction of the sample point normal direction). By calculating 
the distance on all the sample points of the shoe last, a ‘distance map’ is obtained as 
the collection of all these calculated distances, which demonstrates the dimensional 
difference between the foot and the shoe last shape. 
Assume that on the 产 sample points of the shoe last model, a distance di from this 
point to the foot surface is calculated, ! < / < « , where n is the size of shoe last point 
cloud. We use D to represent the distance map, where D = {di\\ <i< n) 
Figure 3.6 The distance map calculated on the last surface, 
the unit of color bar is millimeter. 
It is important to differentiate the positive and negative differences between the 
foot and shoe last surface, as they have very different implications. The positive 
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difference means that the aligned shoe last surface is outside the boundary of the foot 
surface, which indicates the regions that the resulting footwear is wide and loose. The 
negative difference is present otherwise and indicates the place that is tight. 
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Figure 3.7 The histogram of the calculated distance 
A sample distance map is shown in Figure 3.7. The region in red is where the 
positive difference presents, while blue indicates negative difference. We can see that 
the shoe last is loose around the instep and heel seat part, and it is tight around the 
metatarsale tibiale，the netatarsale fiburale (the inboard and outboard of front part of 
the foot), and the ankle. 
To get a better understanding, the histogram of this distance map is constructed 
and displayed in Figure 3.7. It is obvious that the maximum values of positive and 
negative differences are both around 20 mm, and most of the calculated distance is in 
the area of [-5, 10] mm. 
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Large positive difference between the shoe last and foot shape will result in 
slipping footwear, as there is too much ‘space，in between; large negative difference 
may lead to tide uncomfortable and footwear, which hurts and sometimes even cause 
foot diseases. To achieve a better fit, undesired dimensional difference between the 
shoe last and foot shape should be reduced, including both the positive and negative 
differences. 
3.4 The Modification of Distance Map 
In the previous section, the color coded distance map displays the dimensional 
difference between the shoe last and the foot shape. To design a custom made shoe 
last, simply deforming the original shoe last model as close as possible to the 
customer's foot shape is infeasible, as shoe last is not just the duplication of human 
foot. One must take into consideration of the constructive rules for the shoe last 
manufacture. Some required dimensional differences between these two shapes are 
required to take care of these considerations. For example, to save space for the foot 
movement, proper positive differences are required in specific regions such as the tip 
of the footwear, as shown in Figure 3.8. 
Simply rescaling the original shoe last shape in a whole is not an appropriate way 
to improve the footwear fit, because scaling the shoe last to get fit on one region may 
result in increasing dissimilarities on other regions. 
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Figure 3.8 The allowance 
As a conclusion, to fit the shoe last to some foot shape, the sample points of the 
last should be located close to the foot surface except for some specific regions that 
are required to keep appropriate distance. Therefore, the calculated distance map 
should be modified before it is utilized to customize the original shoe last. The 
modified distance map is referred as D，. 
Fig. 6 shows an example of modified distance map. 
Figure 3.9 A modified distance map 
The modification can be performed interactively. The user can select the center of 
a region that needs to be modified, say, the产 data point,/?；, and define the expected 
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distance value on this point. Different mask can be used and applied on the selected 
point and its neighborhood in the form of 
dj '= (dj - dexpectecd'Ax) (1) 
where, dj e D, dj' e D',x = \\ pj - || is the Euclidean distance from the center to a 
neighboring sample point, and/x) is a mask function. A typical example for the mask 
function is a Gaussian-like function given below: 
f{x) = exp � q � 
C is a constant defining the range of the deformation region. 
In our implementation, for simplicity, the modification of distance map is pre-
designed and applied to three regions: toe cap, instep and ankle part. 
/ \ allowance ——-y^ ^ 
m 
'iil^ miSii/ I \ 1 
Figure 3.10 The allowance and the toe design of shoe last 
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The first modification is on the toe box. As shown in Figure 3.8，as the foot 
normally moves around some in the shoe, to make the shoe comfortable, there is 
always a difference between the foot length and actual shoe length, or the shoe last 
length, which is usually referred to as shoe length allowance. 
There are different opinions as to how long a shoe should be in proportion to the 
foot. The recommended toe room allows 10-15 mm between the longest toe (which 
may be the or the toe instead of the big toe) and the end of the shoe, ranging 
according to the shoe design. Figure 3.10 shows a pointed toe design and a round toe 
design. Obviously the allowance is different. Generally, a shoe last with a lower heel 
and wider toe shape is probably closer to the specified foot in length, while a shoe last 
with a lot of taper around the toe shape will be longer. 
On the other hand, it is well-known that the front part of a shoe last carries a lot of 
the fashion information of the designed footwear. Preserving the style of this part of 
the shoe last, for example, pointed or round design, during the customization can help 
in preserving the overall shoe last style. Since there is very difficult to extract features 
representing the shoe last ‘style’，a direct way is to preserve the shape of the toe cap 
of the original last to the utmost extent. 
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Figure 3.11 Allowance adjustment &‘toe cap，preservation 
Therefore, the modification of the distance map on the toe cap area is as follows. 
A sample point, pi, on the tip of the shoe last is selected as the center of modification. 
The modification is then performed in the format of equation (1), where dj is the 
calculated difference and can be taken as the allowance between the length of current 
foot and shoe last model; dexpected is a desired allowance, which can be inputted by the 
designer. The maskX^) is defined as a Gaussian like function to conserve the toe box 
profile, where is a constant to control the modification range. The resulting distance 
map with the first modification is shown in the right lower corner of Figure 3.11; we 
can see the difference around the forefoot. 
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Figure 3.12 'Instep' allowance preservation 
Secondly, instep allowance is also important for the comfort of human feet. This 
area of the shoe must fit snugly to keep the foot positioned properly inside the shoe. 
Many people with high arches and high insteps will be challenges and, in some cases, 
may not be able to wear certain styles. Boots may be a problem to even slip on. If the 
shoe is too tight over the instep, it could even constrict blood flow to the foot. In our 
implementation, we are talking about casual and laced footwear. Higher instep adds 
comfort to the shoe while keeping space for the foot movement. So the distance map 
around the instep is adjusted with certain allowance for appropriate fitting as shown 
in Figure 3.12. 
In the third step, the shoe last we used in our implementation is a low cut design; 
the shape around the ankle of the shoe last has no affect on the footwear fit. The 
shape and design of this area is just for the requirement in the manufacturing process. 
It should remain unchanged. As shown in Figure 3.13，it is necessary to modify the 
distance map around the ankle part to keep this original low cut design. 
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Figure 3.13 'Low-cut' preservation 
In our implementation, only these three modifications have been made on the 
distance map, which has demonstrated the idea of distance map modification. For 
better shoe last customization result, advices from experienced shoe last designer is 
very important. 
After the modification, some smooth operator, such as Median Filter [24], is 
applied to the distance map, because the distance map calculated between the shoe 
last and foot shape is also not smooth since the foot surface is pretty rough, and the 
modifications might also import new noise. 
3.5 The Deformation 
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Figure 3.14 The difference d'i between the shoe last and foot 
surface on the /也 sample point 
As shown in Figure 3.14, the customization is performed on each sample point by 
deforming the original shoe last based on the modified distance map D 
Assume the /出 sample point of the shoe last is moved by a certain displacement 
during the deformation, which consists of two components. 
First, the shoe last is slightly scaled in a whole by a coefficient, ti, so the 
displacement on each sample point is 
tvipi-po) (3) 
where po is the centroid of the shoe last. This movement changes the difference 
between the shoe last and the foot shape in a whole without affecting the last shape. 
Second, consider a deforming force, Fu acting on the point and drawing it 
towards a new position, which can defined in ratio of the modified distance map D ‘ as 
Fi = pdi' = aAxi \ where is a constant that converts the distance to the force and dj' 
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is the distance value on this sample point. The direction of the deformation force is 
along the calculated direction of each sample point. We can also use the average 
distance value d, of the nearby sample points to replace 山 ‘ t o reduce surface noise. 
From a physical point of view, the displacement on a sample point under the force 
F causes the decrease of the difference between the foot and the last. If the constant a 
is defined as 
a = K{Axi) (3) 
” 4.1-
where Axi is the displacement produced on the / data point in the second procedure, 
and K can also be a well designed function or simply a constant. 
It is obvious that a increases with the increasing of Axi，which indicates that the 
force increases as the point moving away from the original position. It can restrain the 
dissimilarity between the original last shape and the last shape after deformation. 
Assuming AT is a constant, from above equations, we can get the relationship 
)t 
between Zlx/ and di ‘ as 
A x " = t # ’ (4) 
where G is the second coefficient. 
To deform the original shoe last shape to fit with the custom's foot by making 
proper movement on each sample points of the scanned shoe last, there are two 
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variants tj and t2. As stated before, our objective is to decrease the dissimilation 
between the shoe last and foot shape, and at the same time, preserve the original style 
of the shoe last. Since it is difficult to define "style", what we do is to reduce the 
difference between the shapes of the original shoe last and the new generated one, 
and reduce the distance map compensated with movement of the sample points. So 
the variants can be determined by minimizing the following objective function 
E = P-Y}\ -(Ax'+AX", ) II + (1 - . ")2 (5) 
I i 
where the first term represents the difference between desired shoe last shape and the 
new generated shoe last shape; the second term indicates how much the shape of the 
generated shoe last is changed comparing to the original one. The coefficient /3 
controls the trade off between the shoe last shape preservation and the footwear fit， 
with the value ranging from zero to one. If (3 is set to one, it means that the fitness is 
only element we consider, while if it is zero, the shoe last shape preservation is of the 
major consideration. 
The equation (5) is a minimization problem and we can just differentiate E with 
respect to t] and t2 and set the resulting equations to zero. An equation system in the 
format of • = 5 is obtained; where ^ is an « x 2 matrix and B is an « x 1 matrix 
{n is the number of shoe last sample points). Obviously, the calculation of these two 
unknown parameters t! and t) is an ill-posed problem, as the number of sample points 
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is much bigger than the number of variants. We can use the Sum of Squared 
Differences (SSD) method [25] and solve the equivalent equation system 
A''A- “ =A''B. 
So we get the positions of the new shoe last sample points as 
P'i = P i + i r ( P i - P o ) + h ' ^ i (6) 
This approach is controllable with a parameter so that the new last can fit the 
custom's foot better, and at the same time maintaining a minimal change to the 
original style of the base shoe last. 
For consistency, some smooth operators can also be applied to the new generated 
shoe last model based on the near neighbor of each sample point, to remove any 
possible noise during the deformation. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
INTERACTIVE LOCAL DEFORMATIONS 
In the previous Chapter, we discussed how to automatically deform a shoe last in 
a whole. However, from time to time, experienced shoe last designers may consider 
the shape of a shoe last inappropriate in specific locations, and they may wish to make 
modifications manually. Although many efforts have been put on developing shape 
controlling tools for designers [26, 27, 28, 29，30], a fast, convenient and intuitive 
method for free-form shape deformation remains to be a topic of research. 
In computer graphics, a large variety of geometry representations has been used 
for reconstruction, modeling, editing, and rendering of 3D objects, such as level set 
[31，32], B-rep surfaces [26], triangular meshes [33, 34], and point set [35, 36, 37]. 
All these representations have their specific advantages and drawbacks. 
Recent years, point sampled geometry, as shown in Figure 3.3, has attracted a lot 
of attentions as a model representation method and has been widely studied [38]. 
Point set is an effective display primitive. Compared with traditional primitives, 
points have shown their advantage such as rendering efficiency and free of 
connectivity concern. It is simple and direct. A number of algorithms have been 
designed for processing point cloud data. One important challenge is to provide fast, 
interactive modeling methods that allowing the users to manipulate point clouds 
intuitively. On the other hand, the emergence of affordable and accurate scanning 
devices makes it easy to generate a dense point set as the initial representation of the 
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physical model [39]. The shoe last data used in this thesis is obtained directly from 
scanning device and represented by unstructured point cloud. 
Many efforts have been put on developing direct rendering techniques and 
effective modeling mechanisms for point sampled geometry recently. To name a few, 
in [32], a modeling method for both local and global editing on complicated point set 
surfaces of arbitrary topology is presented. Any user-specified region of a point set 
surface can be embedded into a grid based level set framework, which enables both 
local and global deformation across the point sample geometry; in [40], the point set 
editing takes advantages of the potential of implicit surfaces. The deformation is 
conducted by modifying the local reference domains as well as the scalar control 
coefficients; in [36, 41], a hybrid geometry representation combining unstructured 
point cloud with implicit surface definition of the moving least squares approximation 
is utilized, on which constrained deformations as well as Boolean operations can be 
conducted. 
All these approaches model point sampled geometry together with some implicit 
representations. They provide efficient tools for global shape editing, while not so 
efficient in direct and interactive local surface editing. 
Free form surface manipulation requires the capability to modify objects using 
smooth deformations. A direct way is to interactively deform a surface by specifying 
a smooth deformation field [42, 43]. The user first marks a part of the surface as a 
control handle, and then performs deformation on the deformable region, or we called 
Region of Interest (ROI). The region of interest is the area that a deformable operation 
can affect. It is generally defined manually or by some regular shape, such as round or 
elliptical region around the deformable center - control handle, without take into 
consideration of the surface local shape. Sometimes, if the defined ROI is in conflict 
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with local surface properties, the deformation may destruct the smoothness of the 
local surface, especially for smooth entity like shoe last. 
In this chapter, an interactive local surface deformation technique is proposed, 
which can be used to create free form deformations of point cloud data. It doesn't use 
any mesh connectivity information and requires no surface reconstruction but some 
inexpensive computation involving nearby points. 
The proposed deformation technique is adaptive, with the evidence that the 
deformation region can be automatically defined based on the surrounding surface 
shape properties of the control handle, together with some user defined parameters. 
This deformation can reserve the original local shape of the surface, and at the same 
time provide a smooth transition around the boundary. 
4.1 Local Deformations 
For interactive surface manipulation of point cloud, the deformation is performed 
on each sample point. Given an unstructured shoe last point cloud, a direct way to 
control the deformation is to specify some scattered sample points as control handle, 
and define a deformable region - ROI. During deformation, ROI will be deformed 
with the movement of control handle on the surface. The user can then modify the 
surface by pushing or pulling this handle. 
The basic deformation technique we use here is similar to [42]. If a ROI is 
precisely determined, the movement of the control handle can be translated into a 
continuous tensor field. The tensor field is defined based on a continuously varying 
scale parameter t E [0, 1] that measures the relative distance of a point in ROI from 
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the control handle in a rotational motion. The closer a point is to the handle, the 
stronger the deformation will be. 
For example, suppose a point, pp is selected as the control handle and moved to a 
new position p f . The translation is 
v=P/-Pj (7) 
The other sample points in the ROI are modified based on the tensor field, t. It is 
calculated by rotating a blending function f , as shown in Figure 4.1(a). The tensor 
field is defined in ratio of the distance from a sample point pi to the control point pj, 
and the distance from pj to the boundary of ROI in p,s direction, while t(pj) = 1. The 
resulting translation is 
Pi '=Pi + t-v (8) 
So as stated in this equation, the deformation is controlled by the shape of ROI 
and the blending function. 
Note that the tensor field t may take various forms according to different ROI, as 
shown in Figure 4.1(b) and (c)，when the shape of ROI is circular and elliptical 
respectively. 
。：.\ Jimw ^ tmw 
°o—o's ^ ^ r 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.1 (a) The blending function, (b) Deformation with circular ROI, 
(c) Deformation with elliptical ROI 
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In most situations, however, it is not convenient to give an exact ROI that can 
ensure the preservation of local shape properties during the deformation, especially 
when the local surface is in a relatively complex shape or curvature change. An 
adaptive deformation technique is therefore proposed in the subsequent section. 
4.2 Adaptive Deformation 
A major criterion in evaluating a surface editing technique is its ability to preserve 
the local properties of the original model and it ability to provide a smooth transition 
with the neighboring region. As the shoe last surface is smooth, the preservation of 
this smoothness around the control handle during surface editing operations is of 
major significance. Hence, it is important if we can provide a smooth deformation, 
which can adaptively adjust the deformation according to the local shape properties of 
the original surface. 
The proposed adaptive deformation technique is designed based on the normal 
vector distribution of the shoe last surface. Normal vectors are a set of vectors 
perpendicular to the shoe last surface; the direction of the normal vectors represent the 
orientations of the local surface. Obviously, the change of surface normal vectors 
around a sample point contains information about the local shape properties of the 
neighborhood of current sample point. 
Let TV = {m = {xi, yi, zi) | 1 ^ be the normal vectors of the shoe last sample 
points, where n is the number of sample points inside the ROI. According to the basic 
deformation technique described in Section 4.1, the distance from the 严 sample point 
to the control handle is calculated. The directional change of surface normal vector 
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from the control handle f ^ to the 产 sample point, (1 - . nj)\ also need to be 
computed to control the deformation. The points with their normal vectors closer to 
the normal vector of the control handle are more likely belonging to the region of 
interest. 
Suppose pj is selected as the control handle and moved to a new position p/. The 
local shape property around this control point is studied based on its near neighbor. In 
Fig. 16(a), the control handle, Pp is shown in green; the gray level distribution 
indicates the normal change around this control handle, where the whiter region 
indicates where the surface normal is closer to that of Pj, and versa vise. 
(a) (b) (c) 
Figure 4.2 (a) The normal change around pj, (b) The boundary, 
(c) The shape of local deformation region 
According to the directional change of the normal vectors of the surrounding 
sample points, the local surface shape property can be studied by using a directional 
change threshold. 
Here we use three percent as the threshold. If the normal change is less than three 
percent, that i s , � � / . nj)> a], where aj = 0.97, the corresponding region is shown in red 
in Figure 4.2(c). With 0.5% variation from fly, a set of boundary sample points can 
also be obtained as shown in Figure 4.2(b). Based on these boundary points, the shape 
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of the deformable region can be approximated as indicated by the green spline in 
Figure 4.2(b), and the extent of ROI can be controlled by a parameter a2. 
Calculating the tensor field based on this ROI, the deformation can take the form 
of 
Pi'= Pi + a2-t'V (9) 
Therefore, with the control handle given as in Figure 4.3(b)，using the adaptive 
deformation method presented above, the deformation result is shown in Figure 4.3(c). 
(a) (b) 
( C ) 
Figure 4.3 (a) The blending function, (b) Original surface, (c) Deformed surface 
Another example is given as follows. 
Figure 4.4 Original shoe last surface and the control point 
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Given a control handle on the ridge of the shoe last as shown in Figure 4.4，the 
normal change and the shape of local deformation region are calculated and displayed 
in Figure 4.5. 
Figure 4.5 � T h e normal change; (b) The shape of local deformation region 
Using the same blending function of Figure 4.3(a), the deformation result is 
shown in Figure 4.6. Figure 4.6(b) shows a comparison of the original shoe last 
surface (displayed as solid body) and the one after local deformation (displayed as 
point cloud). Again, we can observe the smooth deformation around the control point. 
. (b) 
Figure 4.6 (a) The resulting surface (b) The comparison of the original surface (solid) 
and the resulting one (point cloud) 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 
5.1 Add in Application to SolidWorks® 
Run on a standard Microsoft Windows NT PC with a Pentium IV 3.06GHz CPU 
and 1G RAM, the proposed custom made shoe last design system has been 
implemented as a plug-in to the commercial CAD software system, SolidWorks® 
2004, programmed by Microsoft Visual C++ and SolidWorks® API [44]. 
The reason we choose SolidWorks® for implementation is that, SoildWorks® 
provided a powerful ^ CAD/CAM interface; we can use the existing functions to 
manipulate the object under 3D environment, such as rotation and translation; all 
design / graphic tools of SolidWork® can be directly used and the finished design can 
be directly output to CAM systems for manufacture. 
The interface of SolidWorks® is shown in Figure 5.1. After loading our DLL add-
in to SolidWorks®, an extra menu and toolbar are displayed in this interface, which 
are highlighted in red in Figure 5.1. 
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Figure 5.1 The SolidWorks® interface with add-ins 
Figure 5.2 provides a closer view of the add-ins as well as the sub items of the 
menu 'Shoe last design'. 
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Figure 5.2 The add-in menu 
5.1.1 Data Input 
The inputs of this system, the shoe last and foot models, are represented by point 
cloud, which cannot be opened directly by SolidWorks®. 
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Figure 5.3 The construction of shoe last solid body 
However, we need a solid body for shoe last representation, so that it can be 
employed directly for future modification and manufacturing. Using the first item 
"View Scan Data" of the add-in menu, the scanned shoe last data and foot data can be 
imported. It is generated by constructing curves from points，and then lofting a solid 
body from curves, as displayed in Figure 5.3. Foot data can also be imported and 
displayed as point cloud to provide a reference in comparison with the shoe last shape 
as shown in Figure 5.6. 
So when we click on the sub-item "View Scan Data", a dialog box to view scan 
data displaying in Figure 5.4 is shown. The user can choose to display a shoe last or 
foot shape by selecting corresponding radio button. The number inputted in the "Min 
Distance between Points" edit box shows the minimal distance between sample points, 
which can be used to resample the input point cloud and reduce the point could size, 
the default value is six. The number in "Height Limitation" edit box works only for 
the foot data. It is used to get rid of the undesired data points higher than this limit. 
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Scan Data： Last 广 Foot 
From File： Select 
Min Distance g mm 
between Points： 
Height Limition： 80 mm Cancel 
Figure 5.4 “View Scan Data" dialog box 
A shoe last imported by our add-ins to Solid Work® and displayed as a solid body 
is shown in Figure 5.5(a), while the same shoe last aligned with a specific foot shape, 
which is displayed as point cloud, is shown in Figure 5.5(b). 
(a) 
m J M ^ g g 丨 彳 丨 ： ： 丨 � 
(b) 
Figure 5.5 Top: The generated shoe last body; Bottom: The solid shoe last 
with a foot shape displaying as cloud point. 
5.1.2 The Global Deformation 
The function "ShoeLast Auto-Design" implements the shoe last customization 
method described in Chapter 3. With a selected shoe last and a specific customer's 
foot shape, a custom tailored shoe last can be automatically generated. 
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When click on this menu item, a dialog box pops up, as shown in Figure 5.6. The 
user can select the shoe last model and the foot model in the first two edit box. The 
height limitation for the foot shape and the minimum distance between points for the 
shoe last point re-sampling can also be specified. What's more, a desired allowance 
for current shoe last model should be specified by the designer. The default value is 
10 mm. After pressing the "OK" button, a customized shoe last will be generated in a 
few seconds, also displayed as a solid body. 
• � M ! I . W B l , g W W I ^ l | | g ^ p ^ — — a — 丨 
Scan Last Data: _ J Select 
Scan Foot Data： | Select | 
Height LImition: 80 mm — 
UK. 
Allowance： TF mm 
Min Distance r mm Cancel 
between Points: 
Figure 5.6 “ ShoeLast Auto-Design" dialog box 
In this process, a distance map is calculated and modified, although it is not 
displayed on the screen. The distance map is modified in three regions as follows. 
Since the shoe lasts we used in our experiments are all low wrist shoe last (for 
casual and sports footwear), the shape around the ankle of the shoe last has no effect 
on the footwear fitting. So there should be minimal deformation around ankle as this 
part is not required to change. So, around the ankle part, we have {p,, - P j :� . 
Around the instep, proper allowance is required, as tightness around this area may 
cause foot disease, while looseness may result in slipping footwear. Since there is no 
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exact rules to follow for sports footwear as we used in this thesis, for simplicity, the 
distance around this region is scaled down to eighty percent of the original value like 
To keep spacing for toe movement as well as to keep the ‘toe cap' shape to 
preserve the original style, around the toe region, we have 
D,D, - {d, - d 鄉 actcd )' f{Pi - Pj ) ‘ where dj is the difference calculated on the 
tip point of the last and dgxpeaed is the desired allowance, 10 mm is the default value. 
5.1.3 The Local Deformation 
In this implementation, there are also functions provided for the user to locally 
modify the shoe last shape. 
As shown in Figure 5.3, the shoe last solid body is constructed from point to 
curve and then to a solid body. To locally modify the shape of the shoe last, we should 
locally change the position of corresponding sample points. 
1 …fflft i I ‘ ^ ~ ~ ^ 
M^ProfJelOS / J I ^ H 
(^-)Profllel09 / 
(^•)Proftell7 
i-^ (-)Profitel2S A ； (^-)Profilel29 / i 
I ^BsrasB / \ 
(^-)Profilel37 / \ m ^ ^ ^ m 
(^-)ProfileHl / 
- ^ WProfteHS I . ;,„.,„ , 
‘^ (-)profiiei6i ^ ^ m m n p i ^ 
UJ I Hodd / Ortmationl ' A\<\ I JH 
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！yj, JJ，— 
ISS-SMm«7.S3n<m ftum IT H yf. 
Figure 5.7 Select the profile to be edited 
To select to an interested sample point, the user need firstly select an interested 
profile, as shown in Figure 5.7，and then click the menu item "Get Selected Profile" or 
the button ^ ^ on the "Deformation Mode" toolbar to edit the sketch. 
Two deformation modes are provided in this implementation as shown in Figure 
5.8. With the 'Sharp' mode, only the position of the selected sample point is changed, 
which can be used to remove sharp surface bumps induced by noise. While with the 
‘Round’ deformation, the movement of current sample point also affects its 
neighborhood. 
B E B B S s m B B B B B i S ^ 
「 … : OK 1 
Cancel 
Figure 5.8 Deformation mode: Round & Sharp 
A simple example is given in Figure 5.9. For a shoe last in Figure 5.9(a), the small 
bump in the bottom highlighted by the lower left circle can be removed using a 
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‘sharp’ deformation. If this shoe last is considered to be tight around the instep, it can 
be modified in a 'round' mode by selecting a sample point at a proper position on the 
instep part and slightly moving it along the direction indicated by the red arrow, 
which may slightly increase the shoe last volume without affecting the local profile. 
The deformation result is shown in Figure 5.9(b). 
J 
i L - “ “ Q 
(a) 
f . J i W I P ^ 
t ^ i i I _ 11 
(b) 
Figure 5.9 (a) original shoe last; (b) shoe last with local adjustment 
5.1.4 Implementation Result 
At the end of the project "Designing Athletic and Casual Footwear Based on 
Functional Testing and Computer Simulation", we are required to make a custom 
tailored shoe prototype as one of the project deliverables. 
Given an existing shoe last model and anatomical foot information with size 41 
(European shoe size system) of a Chinese male, shown in Figure 5.10, a custom made 
shoe last is designed by our implementation in about 20 seconds on current PC. 
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Figure 5.10 The original shoe last model (top) and foot model (below) 
In Figure 5.11, there shows the solid shoe lasts generated by our implementation -
the original shoe last (the bottom one) and the generated custom made shoe last (on 
the top). 
] i P H K l l l l t o B 
^ ^ • • m m i l l p i F W I I I I 
. � w 
Figure 5.11 The difference between the generated last (top) 
and the original last (bottom) 
From the top view of the shoe lasts in Figure 5.11(a), we can see that the customized 
shoe last is wider than the original one around the waist, which is more likely to fit with 
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the given foot shape. On the other hand, the shoe last shape around toe box, ankle part 
and instep are well preserved. The shoe last style is well preserved. 
The generated shoe last model in Solid Work® can be sent for manufacturing directly 
by some CNC machine. Figure 5.12 shows the practical shoe lasts. The blue one on the 
top of Fig. 33 is the original shoe last used in our experiment. The yellow one is the 
custom made shoe last designed by our implementation. 
Figure 5.12 The difference between the customized shoe last and the original one. 
The blue one is the original shoe last and the yellow is the customized last 
5.2 The Matlab® Implementation 
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B S S S H I H I I I I B K Q l l ^ 
Input Foot Data File: 
Input Last Data File: 
Data Alignment 
Calculating Distance Map 
deformation 
Figure 5.13 The Matlab® GUI 
The shoe last customization system has also been implemented in Matlab® using a 
simple Graphical User Interface shown in Figure 5.13. 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.14 (a) The foot model; (b) The scanned shoe last model. 
With the input foot and shoe last model shown in Figure 5.14, the distance map 
and the modified distance map are calculated as 







Figure 5.15 (a) The distance map; (b) The modified distance map 
And the deformation result is shown in Figure 5.16 and Figure 5.17. 
Figure 5.16 The red one is the new last, the blue one is the foot and the 
black one is the original shoe last. 
Figure 5.16 displays the point cloud data plotted by MATLAB. We can see the 
difference between the original shoe last, the deformed shoe last and the foot shape, 
where the shoe last data after deformation is shown in red, the foot data is shown in 
blue, and the original shoe last data is shown in black. From the top view (the one in 
the right of Figure 5.16) of these point sets, we can see that the shoe last after 
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deformation can fit the foot shape better than the original one; from the side view (the 
one in the left), it is obvious that the profile around the instep remain unaffected. 
(a) 
(b) 
Figure 5.17 A comparison between (a) the original last and (b) the new 
last after global deformation 
We can change the value of the parameter p in equation (5) to control how much 
we want the shoe last shape to adapt the foot shape or stick to the original shape. 
More detailed and professional information (stored in D') can improve the 
performance of the proposed customization method. 
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CHAPTER SIX 
CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS 
6.1 Summary and Conclusions 
The research presented in this thesis is partial work of the project "Designing 
Athletic and Casual Footwear Based on Functional Testing and Computer 
Simulation" (ITS/091/02), funded by Hong Kong Innovation and Technology Support 
Program. 
The objective of our research is to develop new technologies for custom tailored 
shoe last design. The major contributions of this study [45, 46] could be summarized 
as follows: 
• A detailed custom made shoe last design framework is developed, which 
deforms an original shoe last model based on the specific customer's foot 
shape to get a custom tailored shoe last; 
• In the shoe last design framework, a distance map modification method is 
provided, which allows the shoe last designers' experience be imported into 
this system; 
• A local deformation technique is proposed for the shoe last designer to 
interactively manipulate the shoe last surface, which can adaptively generate a 
deformable region to reserve the original local shape of the surface during the 
local deformation; 
• Experiments have been carried out and this whole shoe last design system has 
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been implemented as an add-in application to SolidWorks® 
• A practical shoe last has been designed and manufactured by our 
implementation. The customized shoe last model fits the specific foot shape 
better than the original one, and the shoe last style is well preserved. 
Since there are rules and regulations in the shoe last making process that we need 
to follow, in this system, professional knowledge from experienced shoe last maker is 
very valuable and important to guide the shoe last customization, especially for shoe 
lasts containing a lot of style factors are used, such as high-heels. 
6.2 Recommendations for Future Research 
It is found that there are still some limitations of current system, which lead to the 
future research: 
• In global customization part, the deformation method introduced in Chapter 3 
is straightforward but not very efficient in keeping the surface smooth during 
the deformation. It might helpful to incorporate techniques like AMLS [41] 
and differential coordinates [34] for further improvement. 
• In local deformation part, the method works well on clear and simple surface 
like the shoe last surface. However, it is not applicable to surfaces with a lot of 
details. The deformation doesn't work in a detail preserving way. 
• For simplicity, in the implemented system, some control parameters in both 
the global and local deformation parts are fixed and embedded inside the 
system such as the parameters in the modification of distance map process. 
There are only a few control parameters provided now that can be defined and 
modified by the designer, such as the length allowance. Providing more 
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control parameters can improve the interactivity of the system. 
• The presented method only derives a design that resembles the dimensional 
similarity of the foot and the selected shoe last. Practically, the fitness of a 
shoe is difficult to evaluate. It depends on a number of factors, which may be 
different from individual to individual. How to quantify and effectively 
evaluate the comfort of a shoe remains as a challenging problem. 
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APPENDEX A 
SHOE SIZE CONVERTER 
A shoe size converter is programmed for the convenience of shoemaker. It can 
convert shoe size among centimeter, inch, and several widely used shoe size systems, 
which include the system of China, Europe, U.S. Women, US men and montopoint. 
It can also indicate the actually length and width (if necessary). Figure 3 shows 
the interface of the shoe last converter. 
- - ' - V - I • 
Convert | Europe — j J : H o |U.S. Women 3 
—jgjgi^j|iiiiitii^， ‘ - .，《ijie•-— 
Enter Size |36 | Go | Result Clear All | 
Insole Display 
— ： ——：:23.5cm — ^ ^ m j 
Figure A the interface of shoe last converter 
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APPENDEX B 
SOURCE CODE OF SHOE LAST CUSTOMIZATION SYSTEM 
II Filename: Shoelast.cpp 
II Description: This defines the interface to SolidWorks and the 
II initialization routines for the DLL. 











#include "sidworksj.c" // The SolidWorks interface IIDs 






#denne new DEBUG_NEW 
#undefTHIS_FlLE 
static char THIS_FILE[] = _ F 1 L E _ ; 
#endif 
extern void ResetSysData(); 
extern int ReadScanData(CString filename, float TrimHeight); 
extern int ReadlnsoleData(CString filename, float TrimHeight); 
extern int ReadBottomCurveData(CString filename, float TrimHeight); 
extern int ExtractVerProfileCurve(int index, float mindist, double *data); 
extern int ExtractHorProfileCurve(int index, float mindist, double *data); 
extern void CalcuIateNonn(CDPoint ptl, CDPoint pt2, CDPoint pt3, double * output); 
extern void CompareNorm(double * vtl , double * vt2); 
extern void MediumSmooth(int i, int j, int size); 
extern void Smooth(int i, int j, int size); 
extern void Unitize(double * vt); 
extern void ludcmp(float *oo,int n’int *indx,float *d,float *b); 
// the application object 
CShoelastApp* TheApplication = NULL; 
CDynLinkLibrary »pDynLinkLibrary = NULL; 
static AFX_EXTENSION_MODULE ShoelastDLL = { NULL, NULL}; 
CGeoUtility GeoUtility; 
HINSTANCE MyResourceHandle; 
LPMODELDOC2 m_ModelDoc = NULL; 
LPMODELDOCEXfENSION modelDocExt = NULL; 
CDPointAiray scnPt[512]; 











float fAllowance = 10.0, xMidpoint=0, yMidpoint=0; 
int m_nDefomiType= 1 ； 
int CurNum=0, ttt=0; 
int Profile=0; 
extern "C" int APIENTRY 
DnMain(HINSTANCE hInstance, DWORD dwReason, LPVOID IpReserved) 
{ 
if (dwReason == DLL_PROCESS_ATTACH) 
{ “ 
TRACEO("Shoelast.DLL Initializing!\n")； 
// Extension DLL one-time initialization 
Afx InitExtensionModule(ShoelastDLL, hInstance); 
// Insert this DLL into the resource chain 
new CDynLinkLibrary(ShoelastDLL); 
pDynLinkLibrary = new CDynLinkLibrary(ShoelastDLL); 
} 
else if (dwReason = DLL_PROCESS_DETACH) 
{ 
TRACEO("Shoelast.DLLTerminating!\n")； 
II shut down the sample application 
TheApplication->TerminateApplication(); 
delete TheApplication; 




return 1; / / ok 
} 
// 
// connections to SolidWorks 
// 
// this is the function SolidWorks calls to connect 
// to the add-in application 
long InitUserDLL3(LPSLDWORKS pSldWorks) 
{ 
// this function should be called once per session 
if ( TheApplication ！= N U L L ) 
{ 
ASSERT (FALSE) ; 
return 0; 
} 
// start the application 
TheApplication = new CShoelastApp(pSldWorks); 
if (！The Application->Start Application^)) 
return 0; 
// connected successftilly 
return 1 ； 
} 









ifi;dlg.DoModal() ！= IDOK) 
return; 












modelDocExt->SeIectByID(_T("Front Plane"), _T("PLANE"), 0’ 0’ 0’ false, 0’ 0’ &retbl); 
m_ModelDoc->SetUserPreferenceToggle(swDisplayPlanes, false, &retbl); 
i f ( d l g . m _ n L a s t = 0 ) 
{ 
ttt=int(dIg.m_fPointMinDistance); 
CurNum = ReadScanData(dlg.m_strScanDataFileName, dlg.m_fViewTrimHeight); 
CurrentNum=CurNum; 
} 
i f ( d l g . m _ n F o o t = 0 ) 
{ 
ttt=3; 
CurrentNum = ReadInsoleData(dlg.m_strScanDataFileName, dlg.m一fViewTrimHeight); 
} _ 一 
m_ModelDoc->SelectedFeatureProperties(0,0’ 0’ 0，0，0，0, 1,0, _T("FrontRef'), &retbl); 
for(i=l; i<CurrentNum; i=i+ttt)//CurrentNum=SectionNum 
{ 
m_ModeIDoc->ClearSeIection2(true); 
modeIDocExt->SelectByID(_T("FrontRef'), _T("PLANE"), 0，0,0, false, 0, 0, &retbl); 
i f ( d l g . m _ n F o o t = 0 ) 
{ 一 





offset = scnPt[i] .Get At(0).y »0.001 f; 
if(offset < 0 . 0 0 
m_ModelDoc->ICreatePlaneAtOffset2(fabs(offset), true, &m_pRefPlane); 
else 










j = ExtractHorProfileCurve(i, dlg.m_fPointMinDistance, Data); 
} “ 
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i f i :dlg.m_nLast=0) 
{ “ 
for(i= 1 ； i<CurrentNum; i=i+int(dlg.m_fPointMmDistance)) 
{ “ 
str.Format(_T("Profile%d"), i); 











iltdlg.DoModalO ！= IDOK) 
return; 
fAllowance = dlg.m_fAllowance; 
LPSKETCHSEGMENT retseg; 
LPFEATURE featObj; 









pSIdWorks-> IN ewPart( &pPartDoc ); 
pSldWorks->get_IActiveDoc2 ( &m_ModelDoc); 
m_ModelDoc->get一Extension(&moddDocExt); 
modelDocExt->Sel^tByID(_T("Front Plane"), _T("PLANE"), 0 , 0 , 0 , false, 0，0, &retbl); 




CDPointArray scnTPt[512], NomiVt[512]; 
CDPointAiray CenPoint; 
CDPoint tmpPt,tmpPt2, tmpPtl, NormVector; 
double tempi , temp2, temp3, tmpNt[3],sumNt[3],CenVt[3], allowance; 
float WtD=0.5; 
float ASum[9], BSum[4]; 
int indx[4]; 
float d; 
F I L E * f p l ; 





m_ModelDoc->SetUserPreferenceToggle(swDisplayPlanes, false, &retbl); 
if(dlg.m_strScanDataFileName.IsEmpty()) 
{ 一 
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CurNum = ReadScanData(dIg.m_strScanDataFileName, dlg.m_fTrimHeight); 
ifl:CurNum = 0) _ 
{ 
AfxMessageBox(_T("Read Scan Last Data File Error!")); 
return; 
} 
//read foot data 
FootPtNum = ReadBottomCurveData(dlg.m_strBottomCurveFileName, dlg.m_fTrimHeight); 
if lJootPtNum = 0) “ _ 
{ 





int ttt = dlg.m_nCurveInterval; 





forO=0; j<scnPt[i].GetSize(); j++) 
{ 






tmpPtl .x=tmpPtl .x+tmpPt.x ； 
tmpPtl .y=tmpPtl .y+tmpPt.y ； 











//calculate norm vectors 
for(i=0; i<SectionNum; i++) 
{ 




Norm Vector. y=-cos(pi/30); 
NormVector.z=sin(pi/30); 
} 















CenVt[ 1 ]=scnTPt[i].GetAt(j).y-CenPoint.GetAt(i).y; 
CenVt[2]=scnTPt[i].GetAt(j).z-CenPoint.GetAt(i).z; 
Unitize(CenVt); 
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templ=10000; 












for(k=0; k<scnTPt[i+l].GetSize(); k++) 
{ 
temp2=sqrt(pow((scnTPt[i].GetAtO).y-
scnTPt[i+l].GetAt(k).y),2)+pow((scnTPt[i].GetAt(j).z-scnTPt[i+l].GetAt(k).z),2)+pow((scnTPt[i].GetAt � . X -











































Norm Vector. y=float(sumNt[ 1 ]); 
NormVector.z=float(sumNt[2]); 
} 
Norm Vt[i].Add(Norm Vector); 
//calculate distance 
//the nearest distance 
temp 1=30; 























temp3=pow((NormVector.x+tnipPt.x),2)+pow((Norm Vector. y+tmpPt.y)’2>^pow((NormVector.z+tmpPt.z)’2); 
if(temp2<temp3) 













for(i=0; i<SectionNum; i++) 
{ 
temp3=0; 
for(j=0; j<scnTPt[i].GetSize(); j++) 
{ 
//Smooth 
ifUi ！=0)&&(i ！=(SectionNum-1))) 
MediumSmooth(ij, scnTPt[i].GetSize()); 
if(distance[i]U]>templ) 
temp 1=distance[i]0 ] ；//max 
ifi:distance[i][j]<temp2) 












for(i=0; i<SectionNum; i++) 
{ 




















for(i=0; i<SectionNum; i-Hf) 
{ 






































Iudcmp(ASum, 3，indx, &d,BSum); 
for(i=0; i<SectionNuni; i++) 
{ 
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for(i=0; i<SectionNum; i++) 
{ 










temp 丨=-allo wance+fAllowance; 
m_ModelDoc->SelectedFeatureProperties(0,0,0，0，0’ 0’ 0, 1,0, _T("FrontRef'), &retbl); 
int m_nBeginLayer = 1 ； 
for(i=m_nBeginLayer; i<(CurNum); i=i+ttt) 
{ “ 
ifi;scnPt[i].GetSize() >= CURPTNUM) 
{ 
m_ModelDoc->ClearSeIection2(true); 
niodelDocExt->SelectBylD(_T("FrontRef'), _T("PLANE"), 0, 0, 0, false, 0,0, &retbl); 
offset = (scnPt[i].GetAt(0).y+float(templ*i/CurNum))*0.001f; 
iftoffset < O.Of) 
m_ModelDoc->ICreatePlaneAtOfrset2(fabs(offset), true, &m_pRefPlane); 
else 
m_ModelDoc->ICreatePlaneAtOffset2(fabs(offset), false, &ni_pRefPlane); 
modelDocExt->GetLastFeatureAdded(&featObj); 
featObj->Select2(false, 0’ &retbl); 
m_ModelDoc->InsertSketch2(TRUE); 
j = ExtractHorProfileCurve(i, dlg.m_nCurveInterval, Data); 
m_ModelDoc->ICreateSpline{j+l, Data, &retseg); //need to change 
m~ModelDoc->InsertSketch2(TRUE); 
str.Format(_T("Profile%d"). i)； 







for(i=m_nBeginLayer; i<(CurNum); i=i+ttt) 
{ str.Forniat(_T("Profile%d"), i); 





m_ModelDoc->InsertProtrusionBlend4(false, false, false, 1 ,0 ,0 , false, 0’ 0,0); 
for(i=0; i<512; i++) 















ifi;dlg.DoModal() ！= IDOK) 
return; 
if(dlg.m_nDeformRType=0) 





LPUNKNOWN pUnk = NULL; 










pSelectMgr->IGetSelectedObject3( 1, &pUnk); 
if( pUnk) 




int ij .Ws; 
pSketchPt->GetCoords (temp); 
pSketchPt->IGetID (retval); 
pSketchPt->GetSketch (&pSketch ); 
Difl7c=temp[0]*1000-scnDisPt[Profile].GetAt(retval[0]).x; 
DifTz=temp[l]*1000-scnDisPt[Profi!e].GetAt(retval[0]).z; 
if (m_nDeformType== 1) 
m_Model Doc-> Inserts ketch()； 












//the m_nBeginLayer may not be 1 ； 
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m_ModelDoc->InsertSketch2(TRUE); 





















mo~delDocExt->SelectByID(str.GetBufrer(12), _T("SKETCHPOINT"), 0, 
0, 0, false, 0 , 0 , &retbl); 
m_ModeIDoc->get_ISelectionManager(&pSelectMgr); 
i C p S e l e c t M g r ) “ 
{ 



























LPUNKNOWN pUnk = NULL; 




i f f p S e l e c t M g r ) “ 
{ 




pUnk->QueryInterface( IID_IFeature, (LPVOID*)&pFeature); 



























i f l ;ProfiIe=0) 
{ 





LPUNKNOWN pUnk = NULL; 




i n f p S e l e c t M g r ) “ 
{ 















iftProfi丨 e = 0 ) 
{ 





LPUN KNOWN pUnk = NULL; 
LPSELECTIONMGR pSelectMgr = NULL; 
LPSKETCHPOINT pSketchPt; , 




double W=0,eps= 15; 
int i j ,Ws; 
CDPoint tmpPt; 




i f l T p S e l e c t M g r ) “ 
{ 



























modelDocExt->SelectByID{str.GetBufTer( 16), _T("SKETCH"), 0 , 0 , 0 , true, 0 , 0 , &retbl); 
m_ModelDoc->EditSketch(); 
str. ReleaseBufferQ; 













modelDocExt->SelectByID(str.GetBufrer( 12), _T("SKJETCHPOINT"), 0, 








pUnk->QueryInterface( IID_ISketchPoint, (LPVOID 
*)&pSlcetchPt); 
} 
pSketchPt->SetCoords(tmpPt.x*0.001 f,tmpPt.z*0.001 f’0,&retbl); 
scnDisPt[i].SetAt(j, tmpPt); 
str.ReleaseBufferQ; 














LPUNKNOWN pUnk = NULL; 
LPSELECTIONMGR pSelectMgr = NULL; 
double sPt[3]; 
int ProCui^O, PtCur=0; 
double temp=10000,templ=0; 
int i j ; 
FILE * f p l ; 










pSelectMgr->IGetSelectionPoint ( l , sP t )； 
} 
fprintfl:fpl,"%f,%f,%f\n",sPt[0],sPt[l],sPt[2]); 
for( i=l; i<CurNum; i=i+ttt) 
{ 
for(j=0; j<scnPt[i].GetSize(); j++) 
{ 
templ=pow(scnPt[i].GetAt(j).x-sPt[0]*1000,2)+pow(scnPt[i].GetAt(j).y-











fc lose(fpl ) ; 
} 
// End of Shoelast.cpp 
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